ARMY COMBAT SHIRT (ACS)

A MUST HAVE IN YOUR KIT

The Massif® ACS is the standard for hot-weather combat gear. A progressive design incorporates feedback from thousands of soldiers in some of the world’s most unforgiving environments. Our innovative fabrics are lightweight, breathable, and highly wicking. The ACS includes four-way stretch, a performance fit, and uncompromising FR construction engineered for FR protection and exceptional comfort under armor. Over five million shirts fielded by the U.S. Army. Committed, reliable, and tough as nails. Like you.

FEATURES:

- Full flame-resistant construction with proprietary 4-way stretch Massif® fabrics
- Flat-seam construction minimizes chafing under body armor
- Zippered shoulder pockets keep gear within reach
- Concealable IFF tab helps to identify friend or foe
- Pen pocket on left forearm for easy access
- Adjustable wrist cuffs for a custom fit
- Elbow pads with SuperFabric® offer extra protection
- Alternate fit available (MCMS00029)

COLORS: OCP

100% MADE IN THE USA

BERRY AMENDMENT COMPLIANT

COMBAT SHIRT
#MCMS00001
Our passion is to design and create advanced technical apparel that protects the United States military and those working in the world's most challenging environments.

All fabrics pass the ASTM D6413/F2302 performance specification for flame-resistance